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Introduction



To the best of my knowledge, there is no paper that investigates in a systematic way the temporal uses of the German focus particle gerade (∼ ‘straight’). My paper is an attempt to start such an inquiry. König (1991) deals in some detail with what I would call the properly “focalising” uses of gerade, but his description of the temporal uses is rather sketchy. In Dahl (1985), gerade is considered as German expression of the progressive. This is very plausible if we look at examples like the following, which involve the Present Tense and the Simple Past Tense: 1 1



In what follows, I will use Tense in uppercase to refer to a given grammatical form of a given



1



DRAFT (1)



a. Otto isst gerade Schokolade. Otto eats GERADE chocolate. Otto is eating chocolate (now). b. Otto isst Schokolade. Otto eats chocolate. i. Otto is eating chocolate (now). ii. Otto eats chocolate (in general). c. Als das Feuer ausbrach setzte Otto gerade seinen Helm when the fire outbroke put Otto GERADE his helmet auf. on. When the fire started, Otto was putting on his helmet. d. Als das Feuer ausbrach setzte Otto seinen Helm auf. when the fire outbroke put Otto his helmet on. i. When the fire started, Otto put on his helmet. ii. When the fire started, Otto was putting on his helmet.



(1a) only asserts the on-going action of Otto eating chocolate, which is quite typical for a progressive; (1b) is ambiguous between a progressive and a generic reading. (1c), too, displays only a progressive reading; that is, the action of Otto putting on his helmet is already on-going when the fire starts. In (1d), we see an ambiguity between the already mentioned progressive reading, and a reading in which Otto puts on his helmet after, and probably because, the fire starts. In a normal context, the sequence-reading of (1d) would be very much favoured, although the progressive reading does exist. This progressive-style reading is however not the only reading of gerade: it can be combined with the Perfekt and expresses what one may call “immediate anteriority”: (2)



a. Anna hat einen Brief geschrieben. Anna has a letter written. Anna has written a letter. b. Anna hat gerade einen Brief geschrieben. Anna has GERADE a letter written. Anna has just written a letter.



language; I will use tense in lowercase to refer to the category tense in the neo-Reichenbachian tradition.



2



DRAFT In (2a), the event of Anna writing a letter may have happened at any time prior to the moment of utterance. In (2b), gerade forces us to situate the event immediately before the moment of utterance. This second class of temporal uses of gerade makes it impossible to assimilate this focus particle to an English-style progressive, at least if one is not willing to go for an ambiguity-solution, distinguishing a progressive gerade P and an immediate-anteriority geradeIA . In what follows, I will show that the alternation between these two readings are in complementary distribution, depending on aspect and entirely predictible. Therefore, I argue that the ambiguity solution shouldn’t be considered.



Gerade and aspect
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We have seen in examples (1-2) that the Präsens, the Simple Present Tense, and the Präteritum, the Simple Past Tense, trigger a progressive-style reading, whereas the Perfekt, the Present Perfect Tense, triggers the immediate-anteriority reading. In order to see more clearly the distributional pattern of those two readings, I will adopt a neo-Reichenbachian framework like the one proposed by Klein (1994,1995,2000). In such a framework, temporality is split in two domains: First, tense, which is the relation between the time of utterance (TU) and an interval for which an assertion holds, the so-called topic time (TT). Second, there is aspect, which is the relation between the topic time TT and the interval during which the eventuality expressed by the verb holds. This last interval will be called “time of the situation” (T-Sit). I will assume with Smith (1991) that there is a sort of underspecified or ‘neutral’ aspect, whose interpretation is much less constrained than the interpretation of perfective or imperfective aspect. For what will follow, I will assume that the temporal system of Standard German can be captured by the following schema: 2 (3) Present: TU ⊆ TT Past: TU > TT Future: TU < TT



Neutral Retrospective TT ⊆ T-Sit TT > T-Sit Präsens Perfekt Präteritum Plusquamperfekt Futur Futur Perfekt



I assume thus that there are three tenses in Standard German: the Present means that the time of utterance (TU) is included in, or coextensive to, the topic 2



I am aware that this schema is an oversimplification. The Perfekt cannot be solely characterized as a present tense with retrospective aspect. At least in Southern dialects, it may be a past tense with neutral aspect, and display thus progressive readings with gerade. Cf. infra.
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DRAFT time (TT) ; the meaning of the Past is that TT properly precedes TU; and the meaning of the Future is that TU properly precedes TT. Furthermore, we have got two aspects, namely neutral and retrospective. The meaning of neutral aspect is that the time of the situation T-Sit is included in, or coextensive to, the topic time TT. Retrospective aspect means that T-Sit properly precedes TT. Like Klein or Smith, I take aspect to be an obligatory category, even though it may be underspecified in case of German simple tenses. What we have seen in examples (1-2) can be interpreted in the following way: gerade triggers the progressive reading with neutral aspect, and the immediate anteriority reading when combined to a verb marked with retrospective aspect. I will show now that this is a systematic pattern. Let us first take a look at the Plusquamperfekt. (4) effectively only means that the situation of Anna destroying all proofs precedes immediatly the assault of the police; there cannot be any temporal overlap between the two situations: (4)



Als Anna gerade alle Beweise beseitigt hatte, stürmte die when Anna GERADE all proofs destroyed had, assaulted the Polizei ihre Wohnung. police her flat. When Anna had just destroyed all proofs, the police took her flat by assault.



With the Future Tenses, things are a bit more complicated. When we don’t have any contextually or textually given point of reference, we obtain an epistemic modal reading of the Future, and a temporal localisation corresponding to a present or to immediate anteriority: (5)



a. Otto wird gerade Schokolade essen. Otto will GERADE chocolate eat. Otto is probably eating chocolate. b. Otto wird gerade Schokolade gegessen haben. Otto will GERADE chocolate eaten have. Otto has probably just eaten chocolate.



However, in (5a), with the Simple Future Tense, we may have an epistemic present, but it is an on-going event of (probably) eating chocolate. In (5b), with the Future Perfect Tense, we have got an event of (probably) eating chocolate immediatly preceding TU. If the discoursive context supplies an explicit point of reference in order to “anchor” gerade, we get exactly the same effects as in the Past Tenses: 4



DRAFT (6)



a. Wenn wir (morgen) abfliegen, wird Otto gerade im when we (tommorrow) away-fly, will Otto GERADE in-the Büro sitzen. office sit. When we fly away (tomorrow), Otto will be sitting in his office. b. Wenn wir (morgen) abfliegen, wird Otto gerade when we (tommorrow) way-fly, will Otto GERADE gefrühstückt haben. breakfast-ed have. When we fly away (tomorrow), Otto will just have had his breakfast.



Once again, with the Simple Future Tense, we get the progressive reading, whereas with the Future Perfect Tense, we get an immediate-anteriority reading. What emerged through the analysis so far is that, systematically, we do get progressive readings with neutral aspect, and immediate-anteriority readings with retrospective aspect. Secondly, gerade seems to need a contextually given point of reference to relate to; we may conclude from (5) that the default point of reference is TU. Problems may arise, however, if the Tense we use does not allow to access TU, and the context does not provide any point of reference. (7)



??Anna aß gerade Schokolade. Anna ate GERADE chocolate. Anna was eating chocolate.



Out of the blue, (7) is odd. Note that this is the same kind of oddness one associates with Past Progressive sentences in English that lack an ‘anchoring’ temporal adverbial or temporal clause, or out-of-the-blue imperfect sentences in Romance. One third point needs to be underlined: gerade does not add something to the interpretation of a sentence; it rather takes away interpretations and leaves only one. It eliminates the sequential readings when applied to the neutral main verb in a when-clause; when combined with retrospective aspect, a situation that could have happened at any time prior to TT now has to precede TT immediatly.
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Is gerade an aspectual modifier?



From what we have seen up to now, it seems quite plausible to consider gerade as an aspectual modifier, that is, a particle that simply modifies an (underspecified) aspectual meaning and turns it into something that is more specified. 5



DRAFT One of the arguments one may advance for the aspectual-modifier hypothesis is the fact that gerade works in some respects like an anaphora that needs to be bound; or, put differently, that the time gerade denotes is referentially dependent on some already established moment or interval. In some formal semantics frameworks, progressive aspect is supposed to work in a somehow similar way (cf. Partee (1984) or Kamp & Reyle (1993)). An argument that gerade is an aspectual modifier comes from what may see as its stativizing function. It is a well-known fact that the German Present Tense may have futurate interpretations, but not with states like be sick. States can only be interpreted as ongoing at TU, unless one adds a localizing temporal expression: (8)



a. Ich schreibe dir einen Brief. I write you a letter. i. I am writing you a letter (now). ii. I will write you a letter. b. Ich bin krank. I am sick i. I am sick (now). ii. *I will be sick. c. In zwei Tagen bin ich krank. in two days am I sick. I will be sick in two days.



If one adds gerade to (8a), which could be interpreted without any problems as futurate, you only can get the present progressive reading: (9)



a. Ich schreibe dir gerade einen Brief. I write you GERADE a letter. i. I am writing you a letter. ii. *I will write you a letter. b. In zwei Tagen schreibe ich dir gerade einen Brief. 3 in two days write I you GERADE a letter. In two days, I will be writing you a letter.



A last argument in favour of the aspectual modifier hypothesis comes from Southern German dialects, where the Simple Past Tense has been eliminated and 3



(9c) will strike most native speakers of German as strange. If conceived as a (bogus) excuse, it is however perfectly grammatical: imagine a situation in which you ask me to meet you in two days, and I turn this request down by pretexting that I will be occupied that day, because I will be writing you a letter.
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DRAFT been replaced by the Perfekt Tense. In those Southern Dialects, the Perfekt has acquired neutral aspect, and is no longer retrospective according to the diagnostics established by Smith (1991): iS, hOt d5 maks ksuN5 4 (10) vi5 d5 sEp kU as the Sepp comen is, has the Max sung. i. When Sepp arrived, Max was singing. ii. When Sepp arrived, Max sang. (10) shows the characteristic ambiguity of neutral aspect when combined to a when-clause: it may be interpreted either as sequence (i.e., one action after the other), or incidence (action in the main clause ongoing when action in the subordinate clause takes place). If gerade is an aspectual modifier, one would expect that gerade acquires progressive meaning in such a context. This is indeed the case: (11) vi5 d5 sEp kU iS, hOt d5 maks gat ksuN5 as the Sepp comen is, has the Max GERADE sung. i. When Sepp arrived, Max was singing. ii. *When Sepp arrived, Max sang. iii. *When Sepp arrived, Max had just sung/has just sung. In (11), an immediate anteriority reading (to TU or to some other point of reference) is not available. In other contexts, specifically, if there is no past reference point, the immediate anteriority reading is clearly favoured: (12) i hOb d5 sEp gat ksE5 I have the sepp GERADE seen. I’ve just seen Sepp. In contexts where grammar does not constrain the reading, there may be an ambiguity between the progressive and the immediate anteriority reading that is pragmatically resolved: (13) n theAcc bEk baker



tsum sEp hOt d5 Slag trOf5. (ab5) e5 iS gat Sepp has the stroke met. (but) he is GERADE at the glOf5. marched.



4



I will take the dialect spoken in Sulzberg (Vorarlberg area, in Austria) to exemplify the behaviour of Southern German Perfekt Tense. Any Allemannic or Bayuvarian dialect should behave the same way.
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DRAFT i. Sepp had a stroke. He was on his way to the baker’s. ii. Sepp had a stroke. But he has just marched to the baker’s. If one doesn’t signalize a constrast with but, the progressive reading is clearly preferred; with but, the immediate anteriority reading is clearly preferred. Generally, the fact that Southern German Perfekt Tense, that I have shown to be at least in some uses aspectually neutral, does show a progressive reading with gerade is an argument to say that this adverb indeed interacts with aspect and modifies it in a particular way. There are nevertheless some facts that shed some doubt on the aspectualmodifier hypothesis: if gerade were a simple modifier of aspect, one would not expect that a sentence which accepts gerade in isolation does not admit gerade in some sequence. One function of aspect is to foreground or background some information, 5 so, if in a sentence in isolation a morpheme or adverb has some narrative function, one would expect that the sentence marked by the aspectual modifier can have the same narrative function in a sequence. Take the sentences in (14): (14)



a. Als Otto das Haus verließ, war es gerade bitter kalt. when Otto the house left, was it GERADE bitter cold. When Otto left the house, it was very cold. b. Als Otto das Haus verließ, regnete es gerade. when Otto the house left, rained it GERADE. When Otto left the house, it was raining. c. Als Otto das Haus verließ, sangen gerade einige when Otto the house left, sang GERADE some Betrunkene auf der Straße. drunken on the street. When Otto left the house, some drunken people were singing in the streets.



Taken in isolation, any one of the sentences in (14) is fine. As expected, we don’t get any sequential readings; the situations in the main clauses all temporally include the situation in the subordinate clause, Otto’s leaving of the house. Now, if you take a language like French, where you can apply the Imparfait to all of the situations that occurred in (14), we can transforme the equivalents of (14a-c) in a characteristic way (cf. (15d)): 5



According to Weinrich (1993) or to SCDR as in Asher & Lascarides (2003).
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DRAFT (15)



a. Quand Pierre sortit de la maison, il faisait froid. when Pierre left of the house, it madeimp cold. b. Quand Pierre sortit de la maison, il pleuvait. when Pierre left of the house, it rainedimp . c. Quand Pierre sortit de la maison, il n’ y avait when Pierre left of the house, it NEG there hadimp personne dans la rue. nobody in the street. d. Il faisait froid. Il pleuvait. Il n’ y avait It madeimp cold. It rainedimp . It NEG there hadimp personne dans la rue. Pierre sortit. nobody in the street. Pierre left. It was cold. It was raining. Nobody was to be seen in the streets. Pierre left.



This transformation does not work with (14a-c); the result is highly strange: (16) ??Es war gerade bitter kalt. Es regnete gerade. Einige It was GERADE bitter cold. It rained GERADE. Some Betrunkene sangen gerade auf der Straße. Otto verließ das drunken sang GERADE on the street. Otto left the Haus. house. In (16), one has the very clear impression that there are two gerade too much. However, if one looks at non-narrative sequences, several gerade in one sentence are much better: (17) is perfect. (17) Otto betrachtete das Foto mit Staunen. Da sah man einen Otto watched the photo with surprise. There saw one a Frosch, der gerade eine Prinzessin küsste, einen Tiger, der frog, who GERADE a princess kissed, a tiger, who gerade sein Fell leckte, und einen Druiden, der gerade GERADE his fur licked, and a druid, who GERADE einen Zaubertrank braute. a magic potion brewed. Otto looked at the photo and was astonished. There, one could see a frog who was kissing a princess, a tiger who was licking his fur, and a druid who was brewing some magic potion. 9



DRAFT But in (17), there is no narrative sequence, and gerade doesn’t take on the same reference point at each occurrence. The discoursive function of gerade in (17) is not to stop narration (like in (15)). (17) displays a description, and the referent point at each time is the posture in which the painter captured each of the painted subjects. One last element, that does not need to be construed as inconsistent with the aspectual modifier hypothesis, is that gerade makes impossible a causal linking between two sentences, even if world knowledge makes it very plausible that there could be one: (18)



a. Völler trat den Freistoß. Der Ball flog in weitem Bogen Völler kicked the free kick. The ball flew in high arc davon. away. Völler did the free kick. The ball flew far away. b. Völler trat den Freistoß. Der Ball flog gerade in Völler kicked the free kick. The ball flew GERADE in weitem Bogen davon. high arc away. Völler did the free kick. The ball flew far away.



In (18a), the interpretation is that the ball flew away after and because Völler hit it. In (18b), this causal interpretation is impossible: the ball must already have been in movement when Völler hit it. Thus it seems as if gerade was not a simple aspectual modifier, but that it contains some other meaning components. As gerade is a focus particle with temporal uses, it may be profitable for us to look at some of its closest relatives, which are schon (‘already’), noch (‘still’) and gleich (lit: ‘equal’, ∼ ‘soon’, ‘immediatly’).



Gerade, schon, and noch
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Contrary to gerade, schon and noch are rather well investigated. 6 Schon and noch need to be evaluated on intervals, not on points in time; they trigger presuppositions. Let me explain this with the following two examples: (19)



a. Isidor hat noch [drei]F OC Bonbons in seiner Tasche. Isidor has still three candies in his pocket. Isidor still has three candies in his pocket.



6



Take, for instance, Löbner (1989,1999) and Krifka (2000), and the bibliographical indications included in these papers.
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DRAFT b. Isidor hat schon [drei]F OC Bonbons in seiner Tasche. Isidor has still three candies in his pocket. Isidor already has three candies in his pocket. According to Löbner or Krifka, (19a) and (19b) assert the same thing: that is, there are three candies in Isidor’s pocket. Those two sentences differ however in their presuppositions: In order for (19a) to be felicitously uttered, it must have been the case that the total number of candies in Isidor’s pocket has been higher at some time prior to the moment of utterance, and that this total number of candies is supposed to diminish. 7 If one has no information whatsoever about the number of candies that were in Isidor’s pocket prior to the utterance of (19a), noch is inadequate. (19b) presupposes that the number of candies at some time prior to TU was lower than the value reached at TU. Once again, if one has no information about the number of candies prior to TU, (19b) is inadequate. Therefore, one needs information on the state of the focus value with respect to an interval, and not only with respect to one single point in time. In (19a), for instance, the focus value at TU is “three” (candies); and we need to know what were the focus values at a (contextually determined) interval preceding TU (that is, if the values evolved during that interval like 1 then 2 then 3 (candies in the pocket) or 7 then 6 then 3, or even 1 then 5 then 2. In case the presuppositional requirements are not or cannot be fulfilled, schon and noch give rise to a presupposition failure. Imagine a scale on ages of a human being, containing three steps: young, adult and old. There is thus no value lower than ‘young’, or higher than ‘old’. (20)



a. *Otto ist schon jung. Otto is already young. b. Otto ist schon alt. Otto is already old. c. Otto ist noch jung. Otto is still young. d. *Otto ist noch alt. Otto is still old.



(20a) needs a lower value than ‘young’, but such an entry doesn’t exist in our scale. (20d) needs a higher value than ‘old’, which does not exist either. 8 7



Technically speaking, as well schon as noch impose a monotonic mapping between focus values and points in time. 8 However, manipulation on contextual parameters may change the jugements: if – in an imaginary world – human beings came into life as being old, grew adult to become young and finally die, (20a) and (20d) would be fine; but (20b) and (20c) would be inacceptable.
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DRAFT Let us now turn to gerade. If we put gerade in a sentence like (20a) or (20b), we notice that it isn’t acceptable either, given normal assumptions about Otto and his aging pattern: 9 (21)



a. *Otto ist gerade jung. Otto is GERADE young. Otto is young (for the moment). b. *Otto ist gerade alt. Otto is GERADE old. Otto is old (for the moment).



With states that are not supposed to change, as, for instance, being dead, eternal truths, generic states, irreversible resultant states and their like, gerade is equally very strange: (22)



a. *Bruno Kreisky ist gerade tot. Bruno Kreisky is GERADE dead. Bruno Kreisky is dead (for the moment). b. *Löwen haben gerade vier Pfoten. Lions have GERADE four paws. Lions have four paws (for the moment). c. *3 ist gerade eine Primzahl. 3 is GERADE a prime number. 3 is a prime number (for the moment).



Once again, changing a contextual parameter (e.g., the assumption that Bruno Kreisky rises every other week for a few days from the dead) may change the acceptability of the sentences in (22), and make them look completely normal. Gerade seems to presuppose that the situation in question may change before and after the time for which the assertion holds, and also, that there is no scalar, monotonic mapping from times to focus values. States that fulfill those requirements can be combined with gerade without any problem: (23)



a. Kunigunde raucht gerade Smart. Kunigunde smokes GERADE Smart. Kunigunde is smoking Smart (for the moment).



9



However, if Otto had contracted a strange kind of sickness, one that makes him old one day, young on another day, adult on the third day, old the firth day, etc., sentences like (21) would be perfectly adequate. Notice that in this scenario, we don’t have any more an ordered, linear scale that is not reversible, as it was the case in our original assumptions for (20).
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DRAFT b. Es ist gerade bitter kalt. It is GERADE bitter cold. It is very cold (for the moment). However, there are some contexts where there is no presupposition that there be another, somehow related state before and after TT: (24)



a. Jedes Kind, das gerade in diesem Krankenhaus war, Every child, that GERADE in this hospital was, 10 wurde mit dem Virus infiziert. became with the virus infected. Every child that happened to be in his hospital was infected with the virus. b. Meine Tochter, die leider gerade in diesem My daughter, who unfortunately GERADE in this Krankenhaus war, wurde mit dem Virus infiziert. 11 hospital was, became with the virus infected. My daughter, who unfortunately happened to be in this hospital, was infected with the virus.



In (24a), it is not part of the felicity conditions that children that were born in the hospital – thus children that have never been elsewhere – were not infected with the virus; similarly, in (24b), the daughter of the speaker may never have left the hospital in her life. Notice, however, that eventualities that were odd in (22) are not better in contexts like (24): (25)



a. *Jeder Löwe, der gerade vier Pfoten hatte, rannte davon. Every lion, who GERADE four paws had, ran away. Every lion that was having four paws in that moment ran away. b. *Bruno Kreisky, der leider gerade tot war, Bruno Kreisky, who unfortunately GERADE dead was, konnte an der Konferenz nicht teilnehmen. could at the conference not attend. Bruno Kreisky, who unfortunately was dead at that moment, was not able to attend the conference.



10



This example was pointed out to me by an anonymous reviewer for the ESSLLI student session 2005. As he notices, any quantifier that is downward entailing on the first argument displays that effect. 11 Example pointed out to me by Patricia Cabredo Hofherr (p.c.).
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DRAFT The meaning effects caused by gerade are the same as in (22): if lions are believed to change the number of their paws from time to time, (25a) is fine. Similarly, if one holds Bruno Kreisky to be subject to phases of being dead, (25b) is acceptable. The question now is if the meaning effects we observed are due to a presupposition, or rather due to a pragmatic incompatibility of some other kind. For instance, asserting sentences like (26) would be very strange, but one would not want to say that something like today triggers a presupposition. (26)



a. ??/*Winston Churchill is dead today. b. ??/*3 is a prime number these days.



For examples like (26), one would probably want to say that the strangeness comes from a conflict that arises between a (generalized) conversational implicature associated with today (i.e., “not on other days”) and our assumptions what it is to be dead or to be a prime number.



Gleich



5



There is one last characteristics of the semantics of schon and noch that might carry over to gerade: like quantifiers, schon and noch are organized in a duality group: 12 Arguments for this come from the fact that one cannot negate schon using schon, for instance: 13 (27)



a. Ist das Licht schon an? Is the light already on? b. Nein, das Licht ist noch aus. No, the light is still out. c. Ist das Licht noch an? Is the light still on? d. Nein, das Licht ist schon aus. No, the light is still out.



(27b) constitutes a possible answer to (27a), but not to (27c); (27d) is a possible answer to (27c), but not to (27a). 12 13



Cf. Löbner (1989) and Löbner (1999), passim. For a thorough argumentation see Löbner (1989), pp. 170-173.
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DRAFT Gerade might be in such a duality group with the expression of a close future in German, that is, the adverbial gleich (∼ ‘equal’). Gleich is a focus particle, too; like gerade, it may be combined, as we will see, with a multitude of different types of arguments. As the German Present Tense allows for futurate interpretations, gleich may be combined with the Present Tense or Future Tense in order to convey a close future interpretation: (28)



a. Otto kommt gleich. Otto comes GLEICH. Otto will arrive soon. b. Otto wird gleich kommen. Otto will GLEICH come. Otto will arrive soon.



Gerade and gleich are complementary in two domains: the scalar uses and spatial focalising uses. Let’s take first a look a the scalar uses. The correspondance is compelling, but not complete: (29)



a. Otto ist gleich bis zehn geblieben. Otto is GLEICH until ten stayed. ∼ Otto even stayed until ten o’clock. (that was late) b. Otto ist gerade mal bis zehn geblieben. Otto is GERADE time until ten stayed. Otto only stayed until ten o’clock. (that was early) c. Doris ist gleich um acht zum Arzt gegangen. Doris went Doris is GLEICH at eight at the doctor went. to the doctor’s immediatly at eight o’clock. (that was the earliest moment possible). d. ??/*Doris ist gerade mal um acht zum Arzt gegangen. Doris is GERADE time at eight to the doctor went. Doris went to the doctor’s only at eight o’clock. (that was late)



In (29a), staying until ten o’clock is considered to be a long stay (maybe too long); in (29b) staying until 10 o’clock is considered to be a short stay. If we have got not an interval, but a point in time, there is scale reversal: to go to the doctor’s at eight o’clock is considered in (29c) to be the earliest moment possible where
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DRAFT the doctor’s office is open. In (29d), going to the doctor’s at eight is considered to be late. 14 For (29cd), there are alternative forms: (30)



a. Doris ist schon um acht zum Arzt gegangen. Doris is already at eight at the doctor went. Doris went to the doctor’s already at 8 o’clock. (that was earlier than expected) b. Doris ist erst um acht zum Arzt gegangen. Doris is ERST at eight at the doctor went. Dors went to the doctor’s only at eight o’clock. (that was late)



(30a) is clearly distinct from (29c): (29c) means that 8 o’clock is the earliest moment one could possibly go to the doctor’s; (30a) means roughly that, given our knowledge about Doris, 8 o’clock is earlier that one would expect. The second similarity comes from some spatial uses of those two focus particles. Suppose for (31) that the speaker and hearer are in France: (31)



a. Strassburg liegt gerade noch in Frankreich. Strassburg lies GERADE still in France. ∼ Strassburg is situated still in France (but very close to the border). b. Kehl liegt gleich hinter der Grenze. Kehl lies GLEICH behind the frontier. Kehl is situated immediately behind the frontier.



Gerade seems to locate Strassburg very close to the frontier between Germany and France at one side, gleich seems to do the same thing for the other side of the border. If you take this to the temporal domain, the border would be be TU, this would correspond to immediate anteriority and close future, respectively. Similarly, their selectional restrictions are opposed: (32)



a. Strassburg liegt gerade Strassburg lies GERADE nicht | *gerade schon not | GERADE already



nicht mehr | ?gerade noch not anymore | GERADE yet in Frankreich. in France.



b. Kehl kommt gleich nach | gleich hinter | *gleich Kehl comes GLEICH after | GLEICH behind | GLEICH vor der Grenze. before the border. 14



Although (29d) is not a good sentence, this comes out very clearly.
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DRAFT However, I think that the fact that gerade and gleich have opposite effects in such contexts is a rather superficial effect; if we look closer at the facts, there are quite big differences between a real duality group of schon-noch-style and an opposition as the one we have with gerade and gleich. Note, first, that in (31a) gerade modifies another focus particle, namely noch, whereas gleich seems to modify a spatial expression, hinter (‘behind’). Gerade may not in a relevant sense modify a spatial expression of that latter kind; gleich may not modify noch: (33)



a. #Strassburg liegt gerade vor | hinter der Grenze. 15 Strassburg lies GERADE before | behind the border. b. *Kehl liegt gleich noch | schon in Frankreich. Kehl lies GLEICH still | already in France.



Furthermore, the ressemblences between the temporal readings of gerade and gleich seem to concern essentially the immediate anteriority reading of gerade, but not the progressive one: with temporary states and some activities, gleich and immediate anteriority gerade are very strange, whereas the progressive reading comes out straightforwardly: (34)



a. ??/*Doris hat gerade in Montreuil gewohnt. Doris has GERADE in Montreuil lived. Doris has just lived in Montreuil. b. ??/*Doris wohnt gleich in Montreuil. 16 Doris lives GLEICH in Montreuil. Doris will soon live in Montreuil. c. Doris wohnt gerade in Montreuil. Doris lives GERADE in Montreuil. Doris is living in Montreuil.



Intuitively, there seems to be some need for a clear event-boundary in case of immediate-anteriority gerade and gleich, which isn’t necessary for progressive gerade. Then, there seems to be some difference between the independence or degree of grammaticalisation of those two focus particles, though there seems to be some variation to this. I – as most of German native speakers I asked – don’t like gerade to appear as one-word answer to a question that asks for the temporal localisation of some event; 17 for gleich, there seems to be no need to add a second word in such a context: 15



I use # to indicate that the sentence doesn’t have the relevant reading. (33a) may make sense as a (metalinguistic) correction concerning the geographical position of Strassburg. 16 A spatial reading is OK: Doris lives just outside of Paris, immediatly in Montreuil. 17 Others disagree; for Ekkehard König, gerade is a satisfying answer to (35a).
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DRAFT (35)



a. A: [When did you see your brother?] B: ??/*Gerade | Gerade eben. b. A: [When will you do your homework?] B: Gleich.



Thirdly, I will go back to the scalar uses of gerade and gleich to discuss a last major difference: gleich seems to have some sort of internal, lexical temporal scale; whereas the scales associated with gerade do not seem to be necessarily temporal. To illustrate this, let’s look at the following sentences: (36)



a. Kunigunde hat gleich den Präsidenten gegrüßt. Kunigunde has GLEICH the president greeted. Kunigunde immediatly greeted the president. b. Kunigunde hat gerade mal den Präsidenten gegrüßt. Kunigunde has GERADE time the president greeted. Kunigunde has only greeted the president.



(36a) is a possible description of a situation where Kunigunde, contrary to established protocol, greets the president, the most elevated member of the hierarchy, instead of doing her way one by one on an established ‘greeting-path’ (neighbour on the left, neighbour on the right, . . . vicepresident, president). (36a) does not commit to the view that Kunigunde greeted nobody else than the president. (36b) is a description of a situation where Kunigunde did minimal duty and greeted only the president, and nobody else. Note that gerade does not stand alone, but comes in combination with mal (‘[one] time’); if mal were omitted, we would get an immediate anteriority reading of the sentence. Already here, we have so to say more temporal meaning in (36a) than in (36b). Now observe what happens in negated sentences: (37)



a. Isidor hat nicht gleich den Präsidenten gegrüßt. Isidor has NEG GLEICH the president greeted. Isidor did not immediatly greet the president. b. *Isidor hat nicht gerade mal den Präsidenten gegrüßt. Isidor has NEG GERADE mal the president greeted. c. ?Isidor hat nicht gerade den Präsidenten gegrüßt. Isidor has NEG GERADE the president greeted. ∼One cannot really say that Isidor greeted the president.
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DRAFT Under negation (37a) still has got a temporal meaning component, i.e., the base scale still seems to be temporal; gerade, however, loses under negation all contact with time and the scale (37c) is evaluated at is clearly not temporal. It seems therefore that the temporal scale is inherent to gleich, but comes from its syntactic placement in case of gerade. Finally, one last issue at stake for defining a duality group would be that gleich be definable from gerade and vice versa, just as schon can be defined from noch: (38)



a. Das Licht ist schon an. The light is already on. b. Das Licht ist nicht noch aus. The light is NEG still out.



(38a) and (38b) are logically equivalent, although (38b) is not a very ‘normal’ German sentence. If we check the inferential ties between gerade and gleich, however, things are much less clear. (39)



a. Kunigunde geht gerade nach Hause. Kunigunde goes GERADE at home. Kunigunde is going home. b. Kunigunde geht gleich nach Hause. Kunigunde goes GLEICH at home. Kunigunde will soon go home. c. Kunigunde ist gerade nach Hause gegangen. Kunigunde is GERADE at home went. Kunigunde has just gone home.



Under normal circumstances, one can infer ¬(39a) from (39b); if (39c) is true, (39b) may be simultaneously true; but as we have seen in (34), there are selectional restrictions that prevent straightforward inferences from a sentence with gerade to a sentence with gleich. Thus, to summarize, the evidence stands overwhelmingly and conclusively against an identification of a duality group gerade-gleich.
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A look at König (1991) and non-temporal uses of gerade



König (1991) sketches how one could unify (at least some) focalising uses with (at least) what I call the ‘progressive’ reading. For König, the core meaning of gerade is an “emphatic assertion of identity” (cf. König, 1991, p. 125 ff.): 19



DRAFT [. . . ] gerade [. . . is] primarily used emphatically to assert the identity of one argument in a proposition with an argument in a different, contextually given proposition. (König, 1991, p. 127) Let us take a look at an example of a focalising, and emphatically identifying use of gerade: (40) Paul unterstützt gerade die Leute, die ihn hassen. 18 Paul helps GERADE the people, who him hate. Paul helps precisely those people who hate him. Informally speaking, (40) emphatically asserts that people that hate Paul are people that are helped by Paul. There is thus one argument in the two clauses that is declared to denote the same people. According to König, this analysis carries over straightforwardly to the progressive reading of gerade. Identity is asserted of the time argument of the verb modified by gerade, and some (con-)textually given time interval. For König, the progressive reading is anterior to the immediate anteriority reading: once this temporal identification came into existence, gerade extended its reference into the immediate past. König notes furthermore that gerade often carries an implication of dissonance or incompatibility concerning the two properties over which they operate. He gives the following example: (41) Nicht TROTZ, sondern gerade WEGEN ihres Verzichts auf Not inspite, but GERADE because of their renouncement on irdische Güter sind die Amish glücklicher als andere earthly goods are the Amish happier than other 19 Menschen. humans. Not INSPITE OF, but precisely BECAUSE OF their renouncement on earthly goods, the Amish are happier than other people. There clearly is an implication that this is the contrary of what one may usually expect. However, you cannot just go and contrast any given opposition; for instance, one may not just simply exchange the two prepositions in (41), because there are very clear-cut polarity phenomena to be found in such focalizing uses: 18 19



Example from König (1991), p. 129. Example from König (1991, p. 132).
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DRAFT (42) *Nicht WEGEN, Not because of, auf irdische Güter on earthly goods Menschen. humans.



sondern gerade TROTZ ihres but GERADE inspite of their sind die Amish glücklicher als are the Amish happier than



Verzichts renouncement andere other



This doesn’t seem to be a case of presupposition failure, as contextual manipulation does not save (42): even in a world where it is generally assumed that happiness comes from renouncing to one’s posessions, (42) will not be acceptable. The polarity effect is interesting because temporal gerade doesn’t allow for a immediate posteriority reading, analogous to the immediate anteriority reading. One may ask why this is so, why gerade should have extended its reference to the past, but not into the future. If there is a polarity effect of some sort, which constrains gerade to apply to one end of the scale only, this might explain why this adverb can’t be used as a general proximity expression with respect to some point of reference R. The polarity effect is not associated to the specific lexical couple trotz – wegen; it is inherent in any causal connector pair: (43)



a. Mein Chef hat mich befördert, gerade WEIL ich nicht my boss has me promoted, GERADE because I not der Fleißigste bin. the most industrious am. My boss promoted me, precisely BECAUSE I am not the most industrious. b. *Mein Chef hat mich befördert, gerade OBWOHL ich der My boss has me promoted, GERADE despite I the Fleißigste bin. most industrious am.



(43b) should be equally acceptable as (43a), and with the same kind of background assumptions; however, it clearly is not. The phenomena reviewed in this chapter seem to be an indication that one should assume one item gerade for all of its diverse uses, with one basic meaning, whose different effects depend on the material it applies to. First of all, temporal uses of gerade surface only if the adverbial has access to temporal information coming from the constituent it applies to or the constituent it is merged with later. Immediatly under negation or in position of NP modifier in the fore-field, this is not the case: 21



DRAFT (44)



a. Isidor hat nicht gerade gesungen. Isidor has NEG GERADE sung. ∼ Isidor did not really SING. b. Gerade



Beckenbauer müsste wissen, dass . . . GERADE Beckenbauer mustKonj know that . . . Precisely Beckenbauer should know that . . .



The distribution of the two temporal readings is completely predictable, too; and the retained reading clearly depends on aspect. All this indicates for me that one single semantics, combined with a suitable syntax, could generate all readings gerade displays.
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Conclusion



In this paper, I have shown that the meaning effects of temporal gerade depend on the aspect of the verb, and may be divided into two classes: progressive and immediate anteriority. It has been argued, however, that the meaning of temporal gerade shouldn’t be reduced to a pure aspectual modifier, as there seem to be some additional effects that come into play. The comparison with schon and noch showed that gerade does not apply felicitously to predicates that are not supposed to undergo change in time. Finally, some arguments have been exposed for a single semantics for gerade. How this unified semantics for gerade might look like exactly, still needs to be worked out. However, from what we know about focus particles, a solution based on scalar elements seems to be promising.
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